The safety of evacuation is usually estimated without taking into account smoke movement. When doors of staircases are opened during evacuation, it is possible that smoke flow through them may trap those evacuating. These effects have not been considered.
In large buildings, the longer the evacuation time, the higher is the chance for smoke to flow through evacuation routes. To analyze interaction between smoke flow and evacuation, it is convenient to formulate both routes by the same method using graph th eor y1 . Mathematically there are many possibility to fix the graph, but when taking into account the safety, tree of the graph should be coincident with the route of the evacuation, therefore the tree is fixed.
In addition to the evacuation routes which are the main route causing the smoke movement, other main smoke flow routes, e.g. elevator shafts and ducts, have to be selected as a part of the tree in the incidence matrix. After routes of evacuation and smoke movement are represented by identical mathematical expression, the analysis of the system is very simplified. The incidence matrix is easily transformed to the loop matrix, both matrices could be used to calculate smoke flow. The one uses pressure as independent variables and uses incidence matrix, and the other loop flow rate and loop matrix. In this paper, two methods of formulation and the advantages of latter formulation are explained.
In order to compute smoke movement, there are some published programs based on the same method as in ventilation which assumes uniform mixing in nodes. Wakamatsu 2 has used regula-falsi method from node to node relaxation. This program has to be changed with network. Klote and Fothergill 3 improved the input of network data, but they also used regula-falsi method. Yoshida et al. 4 solved simultaneous linear equations by using one dimentional Newton's method from equation to equation. The method constructing equations is not flexible to other networks, as Wakamatsu·s. In this report graph theoretical formulation is used. To solve the system iteratively, all nodes are relaxed simultaneously by using multi-dimensional modified Newton's method. 5,6 The regula-falsi method sometimes shows poor convergence for the building consisted of small and large openings, however modified Newton's method showed faster and better convergence. where n is total number of node and fl is that of branch.
[L] ::: (L t ,E} It is better to number the nodes and branches so as to simplify the incidence matrix. This can be done if
(1) the number of nodes should increase from the root to the end of branches, (2) the branches should have the flow direction from nodes with greater number to smaller number, that is, the same direction to escape, (3) the number of a branch of the tree should be equal to the upstream node number, but the numbering of branches on the corresponding co-tree is arbitrary.
It is easy to check the incidence matrix, because for each column the sum of elements must be zero, (Itl thus obtained is upper triangular matrix.
The difference between the method in calculating the ventilation and the smoke flow is that the former supposes temperatures in all nodes as uniform and steady, and the latter as different and unsteady. When the temperature in node i is different from node j , a pair of fluxes in opposite direction, w~and w~, 
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would exist between these nodes as shown in Fig.3 .1. Because it is sufficient to consider the net flow rate to evaluate conservation of flow in nodes, only one specified direction between nodes would be sufficient. When the direction of branch is from i to j , PI = Pi-Pi ,WI = wl-wI. PI and WI could be positive or negative, but derivative awl/apl is always positive. 
where aglow = l!(aflfJp). The derivative eq. (4.6) can be calculated derivative of eq. (4.3), therefore it is not expl ici tly .
PAM and FAM are both iterative methods. The PAM starts from initial guess of node pressures and iterates by solving eq. (4.4) until eqs. (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) are satisfied within prescribed error, and the FAM takes the same process with loop flow rates and eqs. (4.1'), (4.2'), (4.3') and (4.5). In addition to PAM, FAM is tested by using Newton's Method in this paper. In most cases iteration by using modified Newton's method with constant step length correction, could give a stable result, even though the circuit consists of branches with large and small flow coefficients.
Unsteady Flow 1) Common relations to PAM and FAM
A) in case of perfect mixing flow a) change of temperature
were w+ (T;-Tj) B) in case of two layers flow a) change of temperature in smoke zone err --Qs .
where Was is the flow rate from air zone to smoke zone . b) change of smoke boundary height
Considering the meaning of the net flow in branch, it is not difficult to extend from perfect mixing to two layers.
2) Pressure Assuming Method (PAM)
a) relation of volume flow in node (By taking into account the volume change in node, conservation of volume flow rate is relevant. )
where (w;r) is the net volume flow rate in branch, (w;r) = w+;r;-W-;rj. For two layers flow, w+;r; = w;;rs;+w~;ra; (positive total volume flow of smoke and air) and W-;rj = W~;rsj+w~;raj (negative total volume flow of smoke and air) . b) relation between branch pressure and node pressure
c) relation between volume flow rate and pressure in branch
d) relation between errors of volume conservation and of pressure in node
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(4.12) 
where in the same as eq . (4.6), elements of diagonal matrix in eq . (4.13),
ag/a (wff) ,are the reciprocal of a]/ap .
In unsteady case, at each time step eq. (4.10) should be used instead of eq . (4,1) for PAM, or eq , (4.10') instead of eq . (4.1,') for FAM. Procedure of iteration is the same as that of the steady case. This implies the conservation of volume flow should be satisfied at each time step even in the calculation of unsteady case. After the norm of errors becomes smaller than the convergence limit at each time step, temperatures in nodes for next time step are obtained by solving eq. (4.7) for perfect mixing in node. In case of two layers flow, temteratures in smoke zone and smoke boundary heights are calculated by using eq. (4.7') and (4.9).
5, COMPARISON BETWEEN LOOP FLOW RATE ASSUMING METIlOD AND NODE PRESSURE ASSUMING METIlOD
The computing times of flow rate assuming method (FAM) and of pressure assuming method (PAM) are compared. The main computing time is used to solve the systems of equations repeatedly. Therefore it depends mainly on the dimensions of the variables. Dimensions of eq. (4.1) or (4.10) for PAM is (n-l) and of eq.(4.1') or (4.10') for FAM is ({~-n+1). Generally in tall building, there are many cases that (n-} »Ci~-n+1).
The conservation of flow in node is satisfied always for FAM, but has an error for PAM. This means that FAM is more favorable in stability than PAM when the temperature or concentration in nodes are calculated. because they are based on the conservation of flow in nodes. In case of PAM, pressures are given by eq. (4.2) and the flow rates of branches are calculated by eq. (4.3) or (4.11) explicitly, while in FAM, the pressure of branch is expressed by eq. (4.3') or (4.11'), which is the inverse relation to eq. (4.3) or (4.11), and can not be calculated explicitly. But this difference of the computing time between PAM and FAM is not significant compared to time to solve the systems of equations.
In order to combine the evacuation to smoke flow, the change of effective area aA of door in each time should be taken into account. This could be implemented to PAM as well as FAM by assigning appropriate small aA for closed door, and need not change incidence matrix and loop matrix. Programs by PAM and FAM in steady case are shown in Appendix B. Example of calculation in steady flow is shown in Fig.5 .1 and In order to consider interaction between smoke movement and evacuation, the method of calculation is proposed. When graph theory is used. the formulation is simple and no modification of program is necessary. "'
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